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Abstract. Remote sighted assistance provides prosthetic support to people with visual impairments (PVI) through internet-mediated conversational interactions. In these interactions, PVI broadcast live video to remotely-located, sighted people who engage in speech interactions with PVI to create prosthetic support. These interactions can be quite nuanced, creative, and effective. In this paper, we present a design investigation of remote sighted assistance (RSA) in which computer vision capabilities are integrated into the prosthetic interaction, supporting the human participants in various ways. Our study involved creating design scenarios to identify and concretize future possibilities in order to articulate and analyze design rationale for these scenarios, that is to say, strengths and challenges of RSA integrated with CV. We discuss implications for the design of the next generation of remote sighted assistance.
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1 Introduction

Vision is an important tool for most people to understand the world around them, especially when significant objects are too far away to touch and either do not make sounds, or occur in noisy environments. For 50 years, computer vision technologies have been pursued to augment the experiences of people with visual impairments (PVI). Computer vision (CV) seeks to provide direct support to PVI by describing the spaces and things around them. In principle, it can leverage analysis of the PVI’s context and current goals. For example, prior work addressed grocery shopping [49], [88], [89], an everyday activity that is constrained and simplified by being carried out in a context of aisles and shelves, and an object taxonomy that is restricted to food and household items. If a computer vision assistive system is primed with a model of shopping activities, it should be able to use the model to better predict and respond to PVI goals and needs.

A complementary type of visual prosthetic is remote sighted assistance (RSA), which relies on conversational interactions with a remote person who provides assistance as needed or requested. In these interactions, PVI broadcast a personal
video stream of what is around them, and use talk and text to describe their contexts and needs as remotely-located, sighted humans view the video and talk with the PVI. RSA utilizes pervasive networking infrastructures to create prosthetic conversations. These conversations can be sophisticated and nuanced interactions, even when a PVI and an assistant have not worked together before.

Computer vision prosthetics and remote sighted assistance leverage different kinds of information technology and different human capabilities. We hypothesize that these different technologies and forms of mediated interactions could inspire novel design concepts, leverage one another, and perhaps create new personal and professional opportunities for PVI. In this paper, we address three research questions regarding a possible integrated approach to visual prosthetics: (1) How could such an integrated approach be better than current video-mediated, sighted assistance services, (2) What could we learn about computer vision-based prosthetics by developing and using an integrated approach, and (3) How could such an integrated approach be better than a pure computer vision approach?

Regarding question one, it might seem obvious that two sources of visual recognition support would be better than one. However, a brief reflection suggests that two sources of input might make the prosthetic interaction between the remote sighted assistant and the PVI more complex and produce redundant analyses. Worse yet, they might produce conflicting and inconsistent results. Thus, we are interested in more specific answers to how an integrated computer-human prosthetic might address current weaknesses in such systems or even produce new desirable experiences. Perhaps the integrated prosthetic would produce synergies in visual support that neither of the two approaches alone would provide. Beyond mere recognition, we are concerned with the quality of the PVI experience. Could the integrated approach utilize untapped inherent resources in the context of interaction?

Question two recalls the traditional human-in-the-loop or Wizard of Oz [41] approach to developing recognition technologies. In this approach, a human confederate provides some or all of the recognition capabilities allowing investigation of recognition interactions, and providing guidance to the development of the recognition technology itself. Early Wizard of Oz investigations of speech recognition applications helped to define both the interactions for dictation applications and the requirements for underlying speech recognition technology [59]. Perhaps careful study and analysis of RSA prosthetics could help to articulate new goals and approaches for CV, and along that trajectory identify new possibilities for an integrated approach.

Regarding question three, services that combine computer vision support with live sighted assistance are relatively novel. Pure computer vision systems have strengths, including the speed and accuracy with which they can recognize and describe people, places, and things to users. However, there are also known limitations. Computer vision systems do not articulate context and goals through natural, often highly nuanced, conversational interactions; they do not attempt to empathize with the circumstances and concerns of a person trying to use their output, yet this is one of the most salient characteristics of RSA. Instead, computer vision systems generalize the world; each user would get similar (or the same) descriptions of a place or thing even if that description is meaningful only for some of those people and not others. We are
interested in enumerating the ways in which sighted assistants complement and extend computer vision and vice versa.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we contextualize our work against current trends and insights in assistive technology and computer vision research. Then we present a set of envisionment scenarios that we use as a method for analyzing potential synergies between computer vision and remote sighted assistance. Finally, we discuss these scenarios with regard to our three research questions.

2 Background

Our work leverages three streams of prior research: (1) work in computer vision exploiting top-down identification of meaningful structure in the visual world, sometimes called gist; (2) the current generation of powerful personal devices that provide continuous Internet connection; and (3) better understanding of how PVI routinely engage in conversational interactions with sighted people in carrying out daily activities in the world.

2.1 Computer Vision Approaches

Researchers developing computer vision systems have found the goal of helping PVI to overcome their everyday challenges and difficulties to be extremely motivating [45], [82], [92]. A major focus has been on making visual information more accessible through either object recognition [92] or through processing of tags such as barcodes or RFID [56], [75]. The visual processing of tags or barcodes is an easier problem, simply because of the limited set of visual features that are relevant; nonetheless, important implementation questions remain concerning the devices that are used to gather the visual information, the response time for providing the result to the PVI, and the user experience for the PVI (e.g., how the information is presented and to what extent the process supports follow-up questions or other details).

General-purpose visual object recognition by computer is still a challenging and open research problem, with complexities arising from the nature of the visual feed (e.g., static or video stream); the context surrounding the object of interest (recognizing an isolated object on a shelf is clearly much more straightforward than picking it out of a crowded display); and issues relating to orientation and rotation of arbitrary objects. The relevant algorithms rely on the parsing of the same visual cues that are thought to drive human perception (e.g., shape, color, size). Computer vision scientists working on real world object recognition have been exploring the use of both 3D and 2D models. The 2D models have been in development for a longer period of time, and rely on different frameworks that include GIST [25], [60], SIFT [53], SURF [7], detection of edges and colors [10], [26], [31], and deep learning [43], [47]. The 2D models have been implemented in assistive device research prototypes that help PVI to perform daily tasks such as text reading [38], [69], [72], grocery information reading [82], appliance reading [28], finding an object [21], [67], navigation [30], [34], [71], [76], and face recognition and detection [24].
Along with the extensive body of research on CV for object and text recognition, CV researchers have also been expanding capacities of simultaneous localization and mapping systems (SLAM) and visual odometry systems. To some extent, this has been spurred by the emergence of RGB-D sensors, which has accelerated efforts to provide both indoor and outdoor navigational assistance [29]. The dense depth measurement that RGB-D provides has allowed real-time depth sensing and tracking of entities and has enabled real-time 3D localization and spatial map construction. These new functionalities have enabled research [29], [58] on improving dense visual odometry and has led to corresponding improvements in obstacle detection and avoidance during assisted navigation [85], [86].

In addition to research stemming from RGB-D functionalities, algorithmic advances in CV have led to better semantic scene understanding, enabling further research on obstacle detection and avoidance. For example, Stixel World [5] demonstrated the detection of objects’ height (from the ground plane) as well as localization in a spatial map. A number of other CV researchers have built on the Stixel World algorithm [62], [66] [51], [78], applying it to real world navigation. The Stixel World semantic segmentation algorithm has also been applied to research on autonomous driving [55], [79], [84].

Combined with RGB-D capabilities, researchers [83], [91] used augmented reality (AR) markers with convolutional neural network (CNN) processing for indoor navigation aids for PVI. Another recent research project [40] developed a future position prediction model with real-time tracking of pedestrian movement and 3D positioning using RGB-D and CNN and studied pedestrian collision avoidance for PVI.

With respect to the general task of 3D CV, researchers have been addressing the special challenges that arise in trying to create 3D models of a video stream [32], [39]. In these settings, performance is quickly degraded by motion blur, image resolution, noise, change of light, scale, and orientation; even when solutions to these problems can be found, recognition time continues to be a significant obstacle that keeps the technologies from being useful as practical assistive devices [35]. As a solution to this limitation, some researchers have been investigating a hybrid approach that employs crowdsourcing [17], or that supplements the object recognition process with the processing of RFID tags [56].

An interesting variation of hybrid approaches is the “human in the loop” framework, in which a human is tasked with overseeing and at times intervening or at least validating the work of a computer vision algorithm [18]. Such an approach may mesh well with emerging approaches to computer vision that have been seeking to emulate humans’ multi-stage perception process, by first detecting the “gist” of a scene, then focusing in on the visual details that enable object recognition [70]. For example, perhaps a high-level analysis of a 3D visual feed (e.g., indicating where object outlines appear to be, some preliminary guesses about the object) could be shared and further interpreted by a human trained to “complete” the visual recognition process.
2.2 Ubiquitous Internet and Personal Computing Devices

The birth of Internet and the invention of the World Wide Web (WWW) opened a new age of information access for everyone. The benefit that PVI have from these two inventions in terms of information acquisition seems more significant. The Royal National Institute for the Blind in the U.K. remarked that “the Internet is one of the most significant developments since the invention of Braille... because for the first time ever many blind and partially sighted people have access to the same wealth of information as sighted people and on the same terms,” [81]. As broadband has become advanced and prevalent, the Internet has not only provided access to information of many forms but has also played a role in connecting computers to computers, people to people, and things to things. Thus, researchers discuss the evolution of the Internet using three related categories: Internet of Computers, Internet of People, and Internet of Things [22].

Just as the Internet itself has become more ubiquitous, the personal mobile devices used by individuals to access and interact with the Internet (e.g., smartphones, tablets, or other handheld devices) have become more sophisticated. It is now standard that such devices boast a range of sensors (GPS, Gyroscope, accelerometer) and actuators, advanced camera, and powerful processing and storage of data. PVI find smartphones to be particularly useful [80], at least partly because of these devices’ easy portability and discreet use patterns. More prevalent usage and the adoption of the smartphone by PVI and the technology advancement of the mobile device together provide a good platform for mobile device-based assistive technology development. As a result, many smartphone assistive applications have become available; these include text reading (talkback, voiceover) [36], object recognition (KNFB reader [42], TapTapSee [74], seeingAI [68], SoundScape [50]), navigation and wayfinding (BlindSquare [14], [4], [8], [54], [63], [64], [65], [87], obstacle detection [1], and grocery shopping [45], [46], [52], [75].

In addition to these examples, one particular AT form that has been investigated and improved is RSA-based assistive technology. Internet and mobile device advancement and ubiquity have created a more adequate platform for RSA and conversational prosthetic interactions. This has led to quite a few mobile-based RSA research projects and commercial products. VizWiz projects [11], [16], BeMyEyes [9], and Aira are well known examples. Furthermore, CV technology such as Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) have begun to be used in mobile applications to provide people with extended experiences. Incorporating AR/VR into the mobile experience opens up further possibilities and potential benefits of CV integration into assistive technology for PVI. With the ongoing and rapid advancement of the Internet and the associated opportunities provided by Internet-enabled personal devices, PVI have the opportunity to experience richer information access and sharing than ever before.
2.3 Conversational Interactions

Conversational interactions between a PVI and a sighted assistant involve socializing, clarification, and confirmation. Important characteristics of such conversations include trust, shared understanding of the task at hand, and collaboration. PVI must trust the capabilities and intentions of a sighted assistant, they must agree on what needs to be done and how, and they must both contribute. Continuous communication and clarification can ensure that these characteristics are present throughout an interaction [20]. In addition, the initial establishment of common ground paves the way for successful and respectful collaborations. In a field study of PVI shopping with a helper (family member or friend, or a store employee) we identified three general sources of common ground that can support the conversational interaction [90]. One is assistance knowledge (how to assist a PVI, such as paying special attention to navigation routes that are convenient); a second is interpersonal knowledge (based on common experience or personal relationship, as when a spouse refrains from asking about product brands because PVI preferences are already known); the third is domain knowledge (the practice of shopping, as when a store employee knows immediately which aisle to visit for a particular item). The ongoing assessment and interactions that support common ground are a critical enabler of respectful and smooth conversational support.

In general, assistants could lack key information needed to establish and rely on common ground with the PVI they are assisting. They do not occupy the same place and their vision and hearing is mediated/filtered through a live video feed. They only see what the camera shows. The assistants may not know the PVI’s preferences and experience. This creates possibilities of omission (missing information) and misinterpretation. Part of the motivation for the design scenarios we present later is a consideration for how an integrated RSA+CV approach might be able to address some of these challenges [90].

Conversations between sighted assistants and PVI are different from conversations between two sighted people where one is helping the other accomplish a task. Many PVI rely almost exclusively on auditory input to make sense of their surroundings, so they prefer more ‘talk’ than sighted people would [23]. This difference has been deemed a primary consideration in conversational interaction design. For example, Anam et al. [2] used AI and Google Glass to transmit nonverbal expressions to PVI during face-to-face conversational interactions. In addition, Tanveer et al. [73] investigated the use of a visual-to-auditory Sensory Substitution Device to help PVI understand facial expressions. Their goal is to enhance PVI’s social awareness and communication skills.

There are few existing studies of remote sighted assistance as a professional practice due to its novelty. However, our recent interview study of assistants who work for the Aira company (Aira.io) pointed to four broad categories of support: scene description, performance, social interaction, and navigation. At the same time, the interviews highlighted the context dependence of RSA [48]. Notably, we outlined a number of challenges that assistants face in their work. For example, several assistants described trying to navigate PVI down a bustling city sidewalk. Tracking dynamic obstacles and prioritizing information to give to PVI takes effort—effort...
that, we believe, could be supplemented with computer vision. We have been leveraging these findings in our ongoing analysis and design envisionment work.

3 Methods

Our design analysis of potential synergies between computer vision and remote sighted assistance involved developing envisionment scenarios that were grounded primarily in our empirical study of the professional practices that are emerging for RSA [48]. Some of the support requirements we learned about in that study are consistent with our earlier analysis of grocery shopping by PVI that pointed to a holistic view of this activity: the process includes conducting an inventory and doing other shopping preparation, traveling to and from the store, completing the needed shopping, and returning home to shelve or otherwise organize the newly purchased items [89]. Thus, it was not surprising to learn that RSA helps PVI to complete household chores and activities. For example, assistants help PVI read recipes and locate ingredients in the kitchen. PVI also work with assistants to navigate public spaces, e.g., finding their way to a bus stop, to a particular retail store, or to an item on a grocery store shelf. Cameras and microphones mediate these interactions. PVI use a smartphone or headset camera to provide visual information and supplement this with verbal information (questions, requests, etc.).

These supportive interactions are more elaborate and nuanced than a simple “What is that?” query. Instead, they are conversational, often comprising an ongoing side channel of interaction that extends throughout a complex activity the PVI is engaged in. A particularly interesting example offered by an assistant involved a PVI giving a live presentation for an audience. This requires dynamic coordination and collaboration between the PVI and assistant. In situations like these, the two parties may utilize both verbal and non-verbal cues, including pauses and hand gestures to communicate discreetly. The assistant can help the PVI carry out the presentation by summarizing the points to be made (e.g., as seen on presentation slides), describing images, and mediating interaction with the audience.

For the design analysis presented here, we reconsidered the body of findings from our earlier empirical studies [48], [90] through three lenses: positive design, deficit-driven design, and situated design. Each lens considers a different way to anticipate and analyze how a prosthetic design approach integrating CV and RSA could produce value both for PVI and human assistants.

1. **Positive design** attempts to strengthen previously identified strengths of users, contexts, and existing systems [3]. Computer vision can be employed to emphasize or further develop aspects that assistants and PVI enjoy. For example, one strength of RSA interactions is the virtuous back and forth in which the PVI is confidently and successfully acting and doing things as the assistant is providing advice and guidance, and both are feeling more positive as it proceeds. Envisionment scenarios can deliberately try to probe for new possibilities for such positive designs. In our opportunistic integration of time and space scenario (below) we
suggest the value of greater incidental awareness of opportunistic possibilities for PVI.

2. The second lens we used is deficit-driven, or problem-driven design, the strategy of mitigating challenges [44]. Interviews revealed tasks and circumstances that make the job of the assistant and the experience of the PVI less smooth [48]. For example, the assistant is missing interpersonal knowledge [90]; he or she does not know the PVI’s friends and family, and so cannot “recognize” those faces, even though doing so could enable a more efficient and more natural interaction. If a PVI’s user account included a personal library of familiar faces, this challenge might be eased. The challenge could also be mitigated if the CV recognized the familiar faces and reported them to the assistant and/or to the PVI.

3. The third design lens we used was situated design [6], based on the argument that we should leverage resources inherent to the context and interaction. Certain useful characteristics already involved can be leveraged more intentionally. For example, interviews of assistants found that PVI often interject pauses in their speech to signal to the remote sighted assistant that they need a situation update or other support [48]. The strategy seems to be particularly useful when the PVI is doing a presentation or leading a conversation as it prevents an interruption of the primary interaction. This is apparently an effective reappropriation of a standard speech convention, but perhaps it could be even further appropriated in organizing an interface that incorporated computer vision. The pauses could be used to trigger a help mode in the dialog.

Typical interactions between assistants and PVI included navigation and wayfinding, object recognition, and text reading. Human assistants described using multiple displays to view video and other information, such as personal details and communication preferences of PVI [48]. They also use text messaging and a Slack channel for interactions with other assistants who are working. In some cases, assistants also access the Internet to search for information, as needed, to support PVI. Informed by these findings, we have developed a set of plausible scenarios to envision how CV might complement RSA in real-world interactions.

4 Scenarios

We elaborate five scenarios depicting ways CV could be used to strengthen remote sighted assistants as they support PVI. These include leveraging CV to: (1) enhance video image quality, (2) recognize faces, (3) navigate unfamiliar spaces and places, (4) track dynamic targets and obstacles, and (5) support opportunistic goal achievement. We frame each scenario in terms of existing research and discuss possible strengths and limitations. Our primary objective is to generate and analyze a diverse set of plausible and concrete design starting points. These could be validated and refined by first sharing them with domain experts, and subsequently developed as interactive prototypes.
4.1 Enhancing Image Quality

Assistants report that it can be tedious to give PVI instructions for positioning the phone camera toward an object with enough detail and clarity that the assistant will be able to provide adequate guidance [48]. Assistants described how much time it can take to achieve an optimal camera position and expressed discomfort at feeling like they were “giving commands” to PVI. They also felt that PVI got frustrated as they tried to respond to the requests for moving the camera, only to receive yet another request for just a bit more adjustment.

Such situations tend to occur more often with assistants and/or PVI new to RSA because neither party has developed the context-dependent communication skills necessary to achieve the desired outcome [48]. For example, an assistant may ask a PVI to move the camera “a little bit to the right,” which requires some interpretive work. What does “little bit” mean? How might an assistant modify their directions if a PVI moves the camera too far to the right? This can lead to the repetition of unhelpful, ambiguous directions. This process of adjusting camera position is a necessary step for object recognition and text reading tasks. Bigham et al. [11], [12] and Jayant et al. [37] identified the same issue and tried to address it, but the solutions were limited. We envision the utilization of computer vision technology to address this problem. Consider the following scenario:

Scenario 1. Reading Medicine Bottles. Kelly receives a notification from her phone to take a new, recently prescribed medicine. As she opens the medicine cabinet, she worries about selecting the right bottle and making sure she has the right time and dosage – she currently takes quite a few medications and is not yet confident about this new one. She requests RSA and asks the assistant, Tom, to read the information on the label. So that Tom can get a clear view of the pertinent information, Kelly must position her phone in just the right orientation. But, even with Kelly’s effort, Tom can only see a partial address for the pharmacy and no information about time of day or dosage. The text is also tilted because Kelly cannot properly align her phone with the medicine bottle. Instead, Tom uses the built-in CV application to zoom in, grab and align the text so that he can see more of the label to read the relevant information. The application knows to zoom in even further when it detects specialized text (e.g., “mg”) so that Tom can see the details easily.

This scenario depicts automatic image enhancement and adjustment of a video feed by computer vision. The proposed functionality solves several problems. First, with the power to manipulate the alignment and clarity of the image, as well as to augment certain aspects of the image (e.g., key pieces of text), Tom and Kelly can circumvent the tedious process of achieving optimal camera positioning. Consequently, Tom and Kelly can complete their task with more efficiency and without causing Kelly to feel like she is failing or being “commanded” to perform a task. These tools would also improve the assistant’s experience. A possible downside of this application might be that the image manipulation task distracts the assistant from engaging with a PVI. However, depending on the complexity of the task, an assistant might be able to provide step-by-step feedback to the PVI as they work. For example, Tom could
explain to Kelly what he is doing and give her the pertinent information as it becomes available. Such a design might not be comprehensive or interactive enough to anticipate all questions a PVI might have about what is going on.

4.2 Recognizing Faces

One challenge mentioned by Aira agents is describing the physical appearance of other people. They go out of their way and use a specific vocabulary so as not to use offensive terms and to avoid providing subjective descriptions. Still, describing a person to a PVI on a meaningful level requires considerable attention and time, which limits the amount that the assistant is able to accomplish. Especially in settings where there are many different people, like a dinner with family or friends, this can become impractical. Identifying people can be difficult for PVI in busy or loud places where they cannot clearly distinguish voices, so this is somewhere assistance can be very useful. These considerations led us to the following scenario:

Scenario 2. Office Party. Mary is attending an office party at which she will know some but not most others in attendance. She walks into the party and contacts an assistant. It is noisy, so Mary isn’t able to easily identify or locate her friends by voice. She wants to know if any of her friends are around and who else is at the party, but there are lots of people in the room near and far, and it is not practical for the assistant to describe all of them in the level of detail that would make them identifiable. Most of her friends are socializing and did not notice her arrival. The assistant defers to computer vision to analyze the video and recognize faces of people Mary has previously identified to the system as acquaintances. It locates and adds a frame around her friends on the feed – both nearby and farther away – from Mary, and the assistant then tells Mary who is present and where they are.

A facial recognition function could alleviate the difficulty of a sighted assistant sorting through large crowds of people and could allow distant people to be identified. Verbally describing even one person to the point that they are identifiable to a PVI is both time consuming and hard work, especially using the different set of vocabulary required to make descriptions meaningful to someone without vision. With groups that are big and/or loud, computer vision can quickly process visual information that would be much harder for PVI and the remote assistant to gather and coordinate. It also eliminates the need for PVI to rely on other people (who will often be engaged in other activities) to initiate social interaction in such settings; this in turn can enhance the self-initiated interactions and social experiences of PVI.

One potential issue with this feature is the privacy concerns associated with storage of identifiable information about people. Theoretically, faces stored could be recognized anywhere that PVI may use this service, whether it be in public or private and whether the third party wants to be located or not. We would anticipate that this would require advance consent to be negotiated with the acquaintances who will be thus encoded. Additionally, facial recognition software is imperfect, and its capabilities may be limited by movement, camera angles, face angles, lighting, and accessories worn on or around the face, although this presents more opportunities for
computer vision-based interventions. The tradeoffs between the CV assistance and the possible false alarms is an important issue for study.

Facial recognition could be a controversial but undoubtedly helpful contribution of CV to sighted assistance provided to PVI. It would certainly speed up the information PVI receive about people around them by many orders of magnitude and possibly even provide social advantages (e.g., names or other details could also be provided as social cues). It also circumvents the need for an assistant to give a series of detailed descriptions that may not even be relevant, as in many cases, they will not know exactly what (or who) the PVI is looking for.

4.3 Navigating Unfamiliar Spaces and Places

A significant proportion of RSA interactions involve navigation [48]: The PVI needs to move from where he or she currently is to another location. While this kind of interaction has been a success case for RSA support, complications can arise. For example, the PVI needs to describe to the assistant where they are and where they want to end up. This can be challenging if the visual scene lacks distinctive landmarks and/or if the PVI does not know much about the current location, such as when a PVI is visiting a new city or moving around in an unfamiliar place in general.

Assistants called out airports as particularly challenging places to support PVI [48]. Airports present many possible courses of action – many ways to get from one point to another. Sighted individuals are able to assess and make navigation decisions in a number of different ways, such as: move in one direction and re-evaluate, move toward signage to inform further navigation, or ask uniformed staff for help. For PVI, asking for help is the most viable option of these three, but it assumes the PVI can identify an appropriate person for help. The airport challenge led us to envision the following scenario in which the PVI can quickly share location information with a remote assistant, and the assistant can recruit additional digital resources to contextualize this information, for example including detailed schematics of the airport that will help to plan an optimal route.

Scenario 3. Airport Check-in. Sally is at the airport. She is confronted by a vast set of check-in counters extending in both directions, organized by airline. She contacts a remote assistant for assistance, asking for help to find the British Airways check-in counter. The assistant immediately accesses a map of the departure level, and at the same time, locates Sally’s phone. British Airways is located leftward in the seventh bank of check-in counters. The assistant guides Sally directly to the check-in counter.

This scenario leverages stored visual guidance information and smartphone geolocation, capabilities analogous to mental models and situational awareness of sighted people. Locating the PVI directly through their mobile device streamlines the initial part of the interaction to help the assistant quickly understand the current location. Accessing the airport map allows the assistant to provide authoritative guidance immediately. A simple refinement of this scenario would pass the PVI’s
location information directly to the mapping service, displaying all the location information in a single view for more convenient guidance.

This envisionment strengthens and streamlines the basic navigation scenario that is already known to be a strong point for remote sighted assistance. One possible cost of this envisionment is the integration of maps into the interaction. Assistants may already be too busy and overwhelmed to take on additional information. Another downside is the direct sharing of the PVI’s location, though it seems feasible to incorporate the same sort of one-time opt-in dialog structures that have become common in mobile applications or to construe the assistant-PVI relationship as an authenticated/secure interaction.

An upside of this envisionment is that it extends ceteris paribus to many similar navigation scenarios. For example, cities often present indistinct visual information. It is possible to be a block from one’s target location and yet not be able to see any indication of that. That kind of problem scenario could occur even more easily for a PVI sharing visual information with an assistant through a relatively limited camera view. However, if the assistant was simultaneously accessing interactive maps and tracking the PVI’s location on those maps, then the interactions might proceed more quickly and successfully.

4.4 Tracking Dynamic Targets and Obstacles

PVI using RSA reported that they need to know the distance between themselves and one or more nearby objects, e.g., the distance to a cabinet or interior door, to a small object on a table or counter top, or to a bench or garbage can on a sidewalk [48]. In some cases, it would useful for the PVI to get guidance at the grain of centimeters to avoid knocking over the target object or pushing it away instead of grasping it. A remote sighted assistant can help in these interactions. However, assistants are not always able to provide enough distance information because distance is difficult to estimate using two dimensional (video) information.

Particularly challenging distance-to-target issues arise in dynamic environments, for example, in a scenario in which the PVI is moving through a crowded location, such as a grocery store or a public park, in the midst of many other people who are also in motion. The PVI needs to avoid multiple potential collisions with objects that are moving independently through proximal space. The remote sighted assistant can help, but the dialogue could become complicated by the need to refer to multiple other people, each moving along their own distinct trajectory. Providing guidance might involve determining who is the closest threat, and proposing a change in direction to avoid a collision, or proposing that the PVI slow or stop walking altogether to avoid multiple collisions. This led us to envision the following scenario:

Scenario 4. Walk in the Park. Harry is out for a walk in a small city park. It’s a nice day, and lots of other people are there, too. Harry requests RSA for directional guidance, explaining that he wants to walk a loop through the park and have the assistant describe the scene to him and help him to adjust his path to avoid obstacles. The assistant sees four people close to and in front of Harry. Two of them are crossing his path but not appearing to be moving closer; one is walking in
a similar direction as Harry; and one is walking toward Harry. The assistant helps him to continuously modify his route and plan ahead but is struggling to determine whether the fourth person is going to collide with Harry, and refers to a CV model that depicts the locations and trajectories of Harry and the people immediately around him. From this analysis, it is clear that the fourth person will indeed cross Harry’s path momentarily, and that if Harry turns right or left, he could easily initiate collisions with other people. The assistant immediately suggests that Harry slow down or stop for a moment until the path clears.

This envisionment exploits the capability of CV to construct models of moving objects in three-dimensional space [32]. This capability could augment remote sighted assistance with respect to the challenge of accurately identifying movement trajectories and estimating distances in a dynamic scene from two-dimensional video data. It could also compensate for problems in visual contrast in the video used by the sighted assistant, for example, as a moving object transitions into and out of shade produced by trees. Overall, it allows safer movement in a chaotic, informal social context. This is a case where computer vision addresses a specific challenge for remote sighted assistants and improves the guidance they can provide to PVI.

Beyond supporting collision avoidance, the CV model could be used to enhance understanding and sharing of situational descriptions and rationales. Thereby, it could also help to raise the epistemic level of the prosthetic interaction between the PVI and the assistant.

However, there are possible downsides. For example, in this scenario, the assistant has to perform a more complex role by processing an additional source of information, the model of moving objects, as they guide a PVI. Indeed, because we are positing that the computer vision is more accurate and authoritative in estimating distance-to-target from the video data, this integrated prosthetic design also raises issues of coercion and conflict with automated systems, which are known to undermine human performance [19]. The human assistant would be in the position of regularly overriding their own subjective perceptions in favor of input from computer vision.

In a design envisionment, we cannot be sure these are or would be real problems. However, one reason for envisioning scenarios in the first place is to explore different, plausible problems in anticipation of near future engineering and evaluation of RSA prosthetics that incorporate computer vision. In this particular case, the kind of problematic interaction we envision might not occur. We know that humans can be deskilled and demotivated by automation support, but this particular interaction does not exist yet.

4.5 Integrating across Time and Space

During continuous support provision in remote sighted assistance, it is common for an assistant to be “moving around” with PVI as they navigate the physical world. For example, they guide PVI around malls, within retail and grocery stores, and through parks and other public spaces. In these contexts, it is difficult for PVI to activate and pursue opportunistic goals, because they are aware only of what they can sense, what
they may remember from previous activities in that same place, or what the assistant narrates to them. The assistant’s main responsibility is to guide the PVI in the agreed-upon task(s). Adding an open-ended, secondary task (“tell me anything that seems interesting”) may be beyond their capacity.

Scenario 5. Dinner Specials. Royce is walking home from work but wants to run a few errands along the way. He requests RSA and asks the assistant to help him pick up his mail from the box he rents at the downtown post office, make a couple of deposits at his bank, and drop off a prescription at the pharmacy. After visiting the post office and bank, Royce is walking down Main Street toward the CVS to drop off a prescription. Royce hears the hum of a small crowd and asks the assistant about the group of people ahead. The assistant can see a line of people outside the ‘Fresh from Home’ café next to a menu board. The CV application also recognizes a board with text on it and automatically zooms in on the text. The assistant reads out the specials to Royce, who decides he might stop for dinner. First, he wants to compare the menu with the specials at his favorite Marigold cafe, which they passed earlier. The assistant repositions the timeline in the CV model to include Marigold and the CV again zooms in to display its specials. Royce is satisfied; Fresh from Home has more interesting specials tonight.

Most people take for granted their ability to formulate and pursue goals in an opportunistic fashion; it is up to them and the details of their current situation about what and how much “off the track” they are willing to go. But for someone with little or no vision, some of the information that could support this sort of opportunistic behavior may not be accessible at the time and place that it is needed. In the scenario, Royce uses his hearing to recognize the buzz of a crowd, and that sets off an exploratory episode that causes him to eventually change his plans to include dinner. Because some of the information relevant to his new goal was encountered in an earlier time and place, the assistant cannot provide all the information needed. Fortunately the computer vision application maintains some limited visual memory that the assistant can “call up” and investigate on behalf of Royce.

Of course there is no guarantee that “older” visual content will still be available through the computer vision application; the PVI and assistant would then need to decide how important this information is, for example, is it worth revisiting a place (the Marigold) to gather it, or should the new goal be pursued using just what is now available. Nevertheless, the scenario shows how the combination of special perceptual functions (zooming) can combine productively with one possible side effect of processed video content (a sort of ad hoc visual memory).

4.6 Reflection

The design scenarios we identified and analyzed can be viewed through the lens of universal design (related concepts include inclusive design, accessible design, and design for all [61]). The key idea of universal design is that the tension between designs appropriate for people with disabilities and designs appropriate for people without disabilities can be less than we might expect. Universal design argues that it
is reasonable to try to address all people, and that designers should remain open to insights on behalf of all people, hence universal.

We are impressed that some of our design scenarios appear to be universal in some respects. For example, walking around a busy park with other people running or cycling in various directions, roller skating, or chasing their children can be chaotic and potentially dangerous for a person with visual impairment, but perhaps an elderly or otherwise frail person might feel safer if supported by a remote assistant and potential collision warnings. Similarly, accessing a personal library of faces to identify a person across the room is clearly valuable to a person with visual impairment, but sighted people frequently experience recognition of a face, but some uncertainty about who exactly it is. We are not arguing that there is a perfect and complete confluence between visual prosthetics and worthwhile personal devices, but it appears that some of the capabilities we envisioned could have broader utility.

5 Discussion

We were inspired by expressions of interest by PVI we work with in remote sighted assistance to think about how computer vision and RSA could be combined and mutually leveraged. In this paper, we took a design analysis perspective, envisioning a series of specific interaction scenarios with respect to how an integrated prosthetic could address challenges or realize new opportunities in supporting PVI. These scenarios were grounded in empirical studies of current remote sighted assistance [48].

In human-centered design, a well-established approach to understanding how people might experience and appropriate new technologies, particularly recognition technologies, is the Wizard of Oz [41]. In this paradigm, a user interface is presented to a participant, but “behind the curtain,” there is a person who uses their human faculties to provide the recognition capability. Indeed, recent research has employed this approach for prosthetic interactions by having a research team confederate review camera feeds in real time to identify visual content [48]. From this standpoint, RSA takes the Wizard of Oz paradigm even more seriously, in that the sighted human assistant not only does the recognition but also participates in a conversational interaction with the PVI about the content.

5.1 Enhancing RSA with CV

Our investigation considered how integrating RSA with CV might provide a better assistive service than current video-mediated, sighted assistance services. This involved, for example, integrating information from general online information systems, such as airport schematic databases, into RSA conversations. There could also be more personalized databases, such as libraries of friends or co-workers faces. In these examples, information that a sighted assistant might not otherwise have access to becomes available and, thus, potentially strengthens their capacity to provide assistance. In the Airport Check-in scenario, for instance, the assistant can
provide much more fine-grained navigational guidance if they have access to an airport map. In the Office Party scenario, they can identify which co-workers are present in the room. A possible downside to computer vision in these scenarios is that they create more work for the assistant.

Our design scenarios each raise specific claims about how CV might enhance RSA. These envisions provide concrete guidance for further engagement with PVI and for designing interactive prototypes. They also provide guidance for refining the requirements that direct research in computer vision. They help us more specifically focus attention on how visual prosthetics that integrate RSA and CV provide value to PVI and to human assistants.

5.2 Improving CV Requirements Through RSA

Our second research question asked what we might learn about CV-based prosthetics by developing and using an integrated approach. Developing plausible, near-future RSA scenarios involving CV helps to articulate questions and issues that can guide CV research. For example, our design analysis identified ways to augment RSA interactions in ways that leverage Internet services and information beyond what CV alone could provide. The Airport Check-in scenario assumes that the remote assistant has access to stored airport schematics. Human vision, broadly understood, depends on mental models of places and on visual reasoning and memory. These capabilities are not part of the core visual system, but they are crucial to making the visual system effective in real interactions in the world. The Walk in the Park scenario leverages CV to construct models of dynamic targets and obstacles, which require the assistant to interpret and translate the model into concrete directions to a PVI so that they avoid a collision or reach the desired dynamic target.

Our scenario analysis emphasizes the degree to which effective human vision depends on encyclopedic information, such as knowledge of how spaces are organized in general as well as mental maps of spaces, including very specific spaces like one’s home. In our scenarios, vision is dynamic, viewpoints are constantly changing, and various kinds of objects are moving through the shared immediate space. The sighted assistants are much more valuable for their ability to recognize colleagues’ faces or precisely which check-in counter a PVI needs to approach. Each of these two topics could serve as a seed for future CV research projects.

A longstanding goal for CV research is the analysis of static displays. CV can recognize, with some accuracy, people, their facial expressions and age, objects and text, landmarks, and so forth. However, effectively tracking and predicting the movement of dynamic targets and obstacles remains a challenge, and this is precisely the type of progress necessary in order to realize a scenario like Walk in the Park. Moreover, Walk in the Park may be typical of many other interactions in which PVI navigate offices, buses, crowded stores and sidewalks, all of which put them into dynamic systems with lots of moving parts (e.g., people, animals, cars, bicycles, etc.) [49]. Assistants report that they are overwhelmed at times by the volume of dynamic information that must be processed to enable them to safely guide PVI to their destinations [48]. Knowing where an object is at any one moment is of little value if it
is traveling through space. There is a need to prioritize CV research that aims to track dynamic objects, modeling and predicting movement trajectories.

It is also important to consider how CV may be integrated with human stakeholders. For example, recognizing the presence of a human face is not enough to determine whether and how that face could be meaningful to PVI. It is important to determine whose face it is, how that person is related to the PVI, and how they are relevant at the moment. Facial recognition per se is insufficient to convey these kinds of answers. In our scenarios, the assistants are much more valuable to PVI if they can recognize what is important and why.

For RSA applications, CV also needs to be usable for the everyday person. There are a few groups that have access to and frequently utilize CV, but it is not common in the general population to have experience with such technology. If someone without technical expertise is to launch and interact with computer vision while providing real-time support to PVI, making adjustments to fit their needs along the way, there needs to be a simple, user-friendly interface through which they can easily manipulate the software while multitasking. Control over the computer would improve the RSA in any of our scenarios. This is also a promising research direction to pursue as CV use expands and becomes more accessible and useful to the everyday person.

### 5.3 CV-enhanced RSA versus Pure CV

Our third research question asked how an integrated approach might be better than a pure CV approach. Our investigation identified scenarios in which remote assistants interact with PVI to refine or modify goals during an interaction. The actors carry out a conversation through which they achieve vision. For example, the Walk in the Park scenario raises the possibility of a constant stream of dynamic targets and obstacles, which could stress a collision prediction algorithm. In such cases, a remote assistant may need to be prepared to “override” the recommended path or action. On the other hand, the Dinner Specials scenario illustrates the value of combining CV with a sighted human assistant. A sighted assistant may recognize the possibility of an unplanned opportunity like stopping for dinner at a new cafe whereas a pure CV system may not. Such an interaction is not merely one of “recognition,” instead it is improvisation and problem solving.

RSA protocols – the kinds of guidance interactions that occur between human assistants and PVI – are constrained by guidance policies and by the strengths and limitations and the information the human assistant receives or can access. As an example of such a policy constraint, Aira agents do not provide guidance during the time a PVI is crossing a street. Guidance is provided immediately before the PVI enters an intersection, and immediately after, but not during the crossing. The reasoning for this policy is that the PVI should concentrate attention on their own mobility skills and not be distracted by external guidance. This sort of constraint on RSA protocols is explicit doctrine. Aira agents learn the street crossing rule as part of their job training [48].
Constraints arising from characteristics of the information available to the human assistant are typically more implicit. As an example, it is difficult to read small print on a medicine bottle, especially when the PVI holds it in at an unusual angle. It might be difficult to diagnose a commotion happening behind the PVI (based on ambient sound) unless the PVI pointed their camera in the direction of the commotion. We hypothesize that our envisionment scenarios can be used to “probe” PVI and experienced human assistants (such as the Aira assistants) for more specific implicit knowledge about RSA protocols [15], [33].

The RSA protocol leverages the design metaphor of walking with a human partner [13], [88], [89], [90]. This makes such a service easy to understand for PVI. It engages pre-existing conversational skills from both the assistants and PVI. Indeed, the human partner metaphor can be seen as a design strategy for “explainable AI” [27]. In current human-to-human implementations of RSA, assistants and PVI do a lot of explaining to one another – explaining goals, constraints, and situations [48]. It is becoming widely recognized that effective AI, including CV, must be accountable and explain itself to humans [77].

As we contemplate integrating computer vision capabilities to enhance the resources available for providing guidance to PVI, this also raises the question of whether the human partner metaphor should be critically rethought. One concrete question is whether computer vision analyses could be used to better inform the assistants or directly inform the PVI: If the computer vision informs the assistant, the assistant would be better informed but also might have a rather different job; instead of primarily monitoring the audio and video feeds from the PVI’s device, they might have several other displays to view and/or feeds to monitor. If the computer vision directly informs the PVI, the RSA interaction protocols would be entirely different in that there would be two sources of guidance and potentially multiparty conversations about courses of action.

6 Conclusion

We presented a series of envisionment scenarios to explore ways of integrating computer vision (CV) with video-mediated, remote sighted assistance (RSA) for people with visual impairments. Scenarios support the exploration and development of plausible, near-future design and research problems. These scenarios explore how computer vision can complement sighted human assistants and provide a foundation on which to build a research program to realize these envisionments. We suggested how human assistants can provide better support with regard to: (1) enhancing video image quality, (2) recognizing faces, (3) navigating unfamiliar spaces and places, (4) tracking dynamic targets and obstacles, and (5) supporting opportunistic goal achievement. We acknowledge that, in each scenario, computer vision could overburden assistants who already have a lot of information to process in order to provide support to PVI. These scenarios are a concrete step in understanding how to integrate RSA and CV approaches to visual prosthetics, how to identify new requirements for computer vision through creating and deploying integrated
prosthetics, and how to understand the potential benefits of integrated approaches relative to current CV and RSA initiatives.
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